Checking your graphics card with SOLIDWORKS RX
What is the SOLIDWORKS RX Tool?
Have you seen unexplained errors in your SOLIDWORKS models or user interface? These errors
may be caused by your graphics card or graphics card driver. SOLIDWORKS has created an easy-touse tool, SOLIDWORKS RX, to analyze your system, capture data, and diagnose problems with your
graphics card.
You can get the SOLIDWORKS RX Tool from the SOLIDWORKS Resource Tab in the Task Pane, or by
going to the Start Menu > All Programs > SolidWorks (version) > SolidWorks Tools > SolidWorks RX.

Checking your Graphics Card
Under the Diagnostics tab in the SOLIDWORKS RX Tool, you can see information on the card model
and currently installed driver. If the Graphics Card is supported by SOLIDWORKS, the SOLIDWORKS
RX Tool will tell you if the driver is out of date. A button will appear allowing you to easily
download the new driver.
You may also see that the Diagnostic Results cannot find information on your graphics card. This
does not mean that the Graphics Card will not work with SOLIDWORKS, but may cause unknown
graphics issues.
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If you are unsure if your problem is caused by the graphics card, you can bypass the graphics card
by opening SOLIDWORKS in OpenGL mode. You can find a link to OpenGL mode in the Home tab
on the SolidWorks RX Tool or by going to Tools > Options > Performance.
If the problem is no longer present in OpenGL mode, your graphics card is causing the error.

How can I resolve my graphics issue?
After verifying if your graphics card is causing the issue, often the problem will be resolved by
updating the graphics driver. If SOLIDWORKS cannot find information on your graphics card, you
can go to the manufacturers website to download and install the latest driver.
If your problem is not resolved by updating to the latest driver, try opening SolidWorks while
bypassing the tools and options settings to see if a system option or document setting is causing
the problem.

If your issue still isn’t resoved, you may need to purchase a supported graphics card. You can find
information on system requirements and graphics cards at the following links:
http://www.solidworks.com/sw/support/SystemRequirements.html
http://www.solidworks.com/sw/support/videocardtesting.html
As always, if you have any further questions about SOLIDWORKS graphics or related issues, call or
email GoEngineer Tech Support at 888-559-6167 or support@goengineer.com.
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